AARHUS
design - Jorge Pensi

Designed by Jorge Pensi AARHUS, is a multipurpose seating collection with modular seats and tables that are combined into an elegant horizontal aluminum frame
that brings together the different elements. The combinations create different configurations in order to customize the benches to the requirements of spaces,
uses and architectures. The seats and backrests can be made of integral polyurethane in black or grey colour or can be upholstered.

DESIGNER: Jorge Pensi
Jorge Pensi Design Studio was set up in 1984. Since then the studio has consolidated its position as a global
point of reference for contemporary design. Its minimalist and expressive designs have received numerous
prizes and awards. Some of its first products, such as the Toledo chair or the Regina lamp, have since become
Spanish design icons renowned worldwide. In 1997, Jorge Pensi was awarded the National Design Prize by the
Ministry of Industry and Energy and the BCD Foundation for outstanding professional achievement. If there is
one thing which defines Jorge Pensi Design Studio’s products, it is their timelessness. They constantly seek a
balance between poetry and realism, material and space, abstraction and emotion. The aim is to create as many
sensations as possible with as few resources as possible, challenging the usual logic in order to establish whether
or not it is possible to create something new.
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SEATS
The seat are available in two versions:

Upholstered seats:

Are made with an inner steel structure covered with high density and resilience
CMHR moulded polyurethane foam.
The seats can be upholstered in any of the leathers or fabrics of the INCLASS
swatch cards and also with fabrics supplied or specified by the customer.

Integral polyurethane seats:

Are made with an inner steel structure covered with moulded integral
polyurethane foam. Are available in black or grey colour.

PLATFORM BEAMS
Made of two extruded aluminium profiles with a special section designed to be highly resistant to bending. The endings are made of steel. Finished with polyester
textured paint in aluminium or white colour. The beams are available in different sizes ranging from 2 to 6 seats. Any of the seats can be replaced for a table top. Other
sizes can be produced for special projects.
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LEGS
The AARHUS benches are available with two types of legs:

Aluminium legs:

Wooden legs:

METALLIC BASES

WOODEN LEGS

Made of die-cast aluminium alloy. Finished with
polyester textured paint in aluminium or white colour.
The legs have polypropylene adjustable glides.
Weight: 3,5kg

Aluminum

White

Made of solid wood with oak veneer surface
finished in natural colour.
Weight: 8,5kg

Naturel oak

ARMS
AARHUS benches can be equipped with 2 types of arms:

Upholstered arms:

Made with an inner steel structure covered
with high density and resilience CMHR molded
polyurethane foam. The arms can be upholstered
in any of the leathers or fabrics of the INCLASS
swatch cards and also with fabrics supplied or
specified by the customer.
Weight: 2,5kg
Fabric: 0,8m
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Aluminum arms:

Made of aluminum plate finished with polyester
textured paint in aluminium or white colour.
Weight: 2kg
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TABLE TOPS
Table tops are produced in one seater size or half seater size. Half size tops can be incorporated only in multiples of two.

Full size top

Half size top, 2 units

Weight: 5,5kg

Weight: 6kg

Bilaminated top:

It is made of particle board with outer surfaces made of melamine. The edges are covered with abs bands. Available in soft textured white or black colour.

Black

White

Oak veneered mdf top:

It is made of oak veneered mdf board. Finished with acrylic varnishing in all of the oak veneer stains of the INCLASS sample cards.
Table tops are produced in one seater size or half seater size. Half size tops can be incorporated only in multiples of two.

Natural oak

Walnut oak

Wenge oak

CERTIFICATION & STANDARDS
- AIDIMA Quality Control Label.
- The quality management system of INCLASS is certified in accordance with ISO 9001:2008 in all the design, manufacturing and sales procedures of its products.
- INCLASS production processes are certified according to environmental ISO 14.001:2004 quality standards and are carried out through the reduction of
waste and energy consumption in order to minimise any impact on the environment.

WARRANTY
INCLASS MOBLES S.L. guarantees the products of the collection AARHUS against any manufacturing and materials defect up to a period of 5 years from
the date of the invoice. All damages caused by misuse, accident as well as those having their cause on the lack of proper maintenance are excluded from this
warranty. Natural attrition of fabric and upholstery foam is also excluded from this warranty. The customer must prove the date of purchase of the article with
the invoice.
INCLASS replace or repair nonconforming products or components taking over the costs without any other liability.
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